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Abstract

We survey two related �elds: digital money and card technologies (especially

smart cards), for possible PhD research topics. We believe that digital money and

card technologies will revolutionize life in the 21st century. It will be shown that

privacy issues are of serious concern, but that well-designed implementations can

have long-term strategic and economic bene�ts to society. We have been following

these two �elds for a number of years. It is only very recently that digital money and

card technologies have captured the attention of the North American marketplace.

We believe that there will be signi�cant research opportunities in these areas for

years to come, as evidenced by recent commercial interest in supporting �nancial

transactions via the Internet. This paper examines various aspects of digital money

and card technologies, and attempts to provide a comprehensive overview of these

�elds and their research prospects.

Keywords: digital money, smart cards, Internet commerce, data mining, bio-

metrics, cryptography, HCI, ubiquitous computing, privacy

1 Introduction

Due to recent trends in society and computer technology, we are entering a paradigm shift

that will undoubtedly revolutionize the way individuals, corporations, and governments

view �nance and security. We stand at the crossroads of two worlds: a cash-oriented

society, and a cashless society. We believe that it is somewhat academic as to which of

the two choices society will embrace in the long run|namely, the cashless one. There are

many choices to be made en route to a cashless society, and there are many open areas of

research. This paper does not attempt to de�ne a speci�c PhD topic, but rather provides

a survey of recent literature and identi�es active (or potential) areas of research. It will be

�E-mail address: knorr@cs.ubc.ca and World Wide Web address: http://www.cs.ubc.ca/spider/knorr
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shown that card technologies and digital money are inherently linked, and that there are

many challenges and opportunities ahead.

1.1 De�nitions

This section de�nes terminology that will be used throughout this paper. Liberal use of

examples will help clarify some of the topics addressed by this paper.

Card Technologies This generic term describes integrated circuits and/or storage media

that are embedded in plastic cards (typically of credit card size). Card technologies

include related hardware, software, and protocols to support applications involving

smart cards, optical cards, magnetic stripe cards, bar-code cards, and radio frequency

ID (RFID) cards. Some card manufacturers mix properties of these cards, yielding

hybrids [20], such as the U.S. government's MARC card [31].

Digital Money Digital money is sometimes called digital cash, electronic cash, or elec-

tronic money. A unit of digital money is simply a string of bits representing \real"

money that can be used as an electronic medium of exchange [45]. Digital money can

serve as a replacement for coins, paper money, cheques, credit cards, debit cards, and

many other �nancial instruments.

Magnetic Stripe Card A narrow magnetic stripe appears on the back of many credit

cards, bank cards, security cards, etc. The stripe can hold a small amount of in-

formation; however, its storage capacity and the capability for tampering make it

unsuitable for secure use [33, 49].

Optical Card An optical memory card is a very durable card that uses WORM (write-

once, read-many) technology to hold several megabytes of data, and provides a non-

erasable audit trail of information [9, 24].

RFID Cards Radio frequency ID cards [16, 34] are used for contactless transactions. They

are often attached to items in retail establishments to help prevent theft. Other uses

for RFID technology include the identi�cation and tracking of cargo (e.g., pallets of

military supplies); the identi�cation and monitoring of trucks along freeways; fast,

automated collection of toll fees from motor vehicle operators (e.g., while a vehicle

is travelling at 100 km/h through a toll booth); ubiquitous computing [84, 85]; and,

the identi�cation of animals through the use of implantable chips [18].

Smart Card A smart card is a credit card sized plastic card, having a special type of

integrated circuit (IC) embedded in it, with visible contacts (in the left hand side of
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the front of the card) [30]. Including the contacts, a typical smart card IC occupies

approximately 25 mm2 of card real estate.1 Although memory-only IC cards (e.g.,

telephone cards) have historically been called \smart" cards, the current trend is

to de�ne smart cards as those cards which actually contain microprocessors, RAM,

and ROM. Additionally, they may contain EEPROM as well as cryptographic al-

gorithms, operating systems, and facilities for data management. Properties such

as cryptographic algorithms, transmission protocols, and physical characteristics of

smart cards and related hardware, conform to ISO, ANSI, and CEN standards [74].

1.2 Motivation

Digital money is likely to become a multi-billion|if not multi-trillion|dollar industry

in the not-too-distant future. Although smart cards have been popular in Europe for

years, they have only recently been introduced to the North American marketplace. As

will be shown throughout this paper, there is a direct link between card technologies and

digital money. These two areas are attractive because they are capable of solving problems

associated with the following motivations and observations:

� It is time-consuming, expensive, and even dangerous to transport, store, handle,

insure, and count cash.

� Much crime is directly or indirectly related to cash. This includes theft, robbery,

fraud, counterfeiting, etc. For example, society is faced with huge losses due to fraud

in social bene�ts programs (e.g., welfare and unemployment insurance), the under-

ground economy, lost taxation, etc. Furthermore, laser printers, scanning devices, and

colour photocopiers can easily reproduce cheques, securities, important documents,

gift certi�cates, etc. Signatures can even be taken from one document, and placed on

another. Sections 2.2 and 2.4 show how digital money can signi�cantly reduce these

types of crimes.

� Service-oriented transactions can be particularly annoying for the parties involved.

For example, it may cost $10 or more to simply process a claim for a medical appoint-

ment. Then, it may take months before the doctor receives payment from the relevant

agencies or insurers. The amount of error-prone paperwork can be substantial, espe-

cially if signatures, receipts, cross-references, and requests for more documentation

are involved. Electronic clearance should provide rapid turnaround time, perhaps

overnight. For example, on-line edit checks can be performed, �les and messages

1The most interesting part of a smart card is the integrated circuit. The plastic card itself is merely a

handy and acceptable way of carrying the chip.
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can be veri�ed using digital signatures,2 transaction records can be maintained, and

databases can be linked to facilitate or eliminate the complicated accounting and tax

reporting procedures that many individuals and organizations face.

� Smart cards facilitate the secure transport, update, and retrieval of medical informa-

tion. An excellent example of the bene�ts achieved through smart cards in a medical

role is that of dialysis treatment for kidney patients in France [30]. Prior to the

implementation of smart cards as a portable database for this medical application,

dialysis patients could not leave their hometowns for more than about two days.

� Due to the growth of the Internet and the World Wide Web, there is a tremendous

incentive to provide for Internet commerce. See Section 1.4 for more details.

� Tremendous �nancial opportunities exist for reduced commissions or transaction costs

associated with foreign exchange, stock market trades, etc. For example, if stock mar-

ket trading were fully automated, e�ciencies could be realized. Individuals buying

$5000 worth of stock might only pay a $5 transaction fee instead of about $200 at

a full-service broker (or perhaps $50 at a discount broker)3. This would open up

many domestic and international opportunities which, in conjunction with integrated

software packages and full and immediate access to non-con�dential corporate infor-

mation, would �nally meet the e�cient markets hypothesis, that is, that stock prices

fully reect all publicly available information at any given time [82].

� Security is becoming increasingly important in society. This naturally gives rise to

the need for reliable, e�cient cryptographic algorithms (see Section 2.4). We need

to be able to provide identi�cation in on-line systems such as bank machines and

computer networks (especially distributed systems that have certain \trusted" com-

ponents), electronic voting, access control (e.g., unmanned checkpoints such as doors

in an o�ce complex), etc. Currently, such facilities allow access using a token (e.g.,

card, key, password); however, it is vital that the holder of the token be the owner

of the token|mere possession is unsatisfactory for many applications. Furthermore,

digital signatures and pseudonyms are essential for carrying out con�dential, untrace-

able, and irrefutable transactions. The notion of allowing an individual to maintain

2Digital signatures are well studied in cryptography [63]. A digitally signed message has the property

of non-repudiation, that is, an individual cannot deny that he sent certain data, when in fact he did send

the data. Digital money is possible because of digital signatures. Signature-creating smart cards use a

dedicated co-processor to generate large, random numbers to provide strong security [45].
3In March, 1996, Charles Schwab, a major U.S. discount brokerage became the �rst major investment

house to use a real-time trading system on the Internet (using the World Wide Web). A new upstart, E-

Trade Group, began its Internet brokerage service during the previous month. The Financial Post reports

that E-Trade charges only $14.95 to trade 1000 shares of stock at $21 per share; Schwab (on-line) charges

$39; and Merrill Lynch & Co., the largest U.S. brokerage, charges $384 using a full-service broker [66].
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digital pseudonyms for di�erent vendors is important for private transactions [45].

For example, one pseudonym might be with a bank, another might be with a stock-

broker, and so on. The idea is that a bank cannot link customer information with a

stockbroker unless, of course, the customer provides authorization.

One might argue that existing electronic means to process transactions are su�cient to

handle society's �nancial demands. This is not true. Many transactions currently cannot

be handled electronically (e.g., small amounts of money for a bus, pay phone, parking

meter, vending machine, laundry machine, person-to-person cash transfers, or simply cash

transactions at retail establishments). Some of these transactions are becoming problematic

because many individuals simply do not carry the large number of coins required for certain

transactions. Ination further complicates the situation. Although Canadians averaged

more than 2 credit cards each in 1990, the reality is that cash still represented 89% of the

number of �nancial transactions [8]. In 1993, the amount of money in circulation in the

United States was estimated to be between $1200 and $1300 for each man, woman, and

child [23]. In fact, it is estimated that 2-5% of the GNP of some countries is consumed by

the movement of cash [79].

The costs and pro�ts associated with processing �nancial transactions are signi�cant. A

1990 estimate of the retailer's cost of handling a cash transaction was about 48 cents, and

for a credit card it was about 97 cents [69]. In March, 1991, the commissions on Visa and

MasterCard transactions averaged 1-2% of the sale, and American Express transactions

averaged 3-5% [26]. In 1993, Automated Teller Machines (ATM's or \bank machines")

handled transactions at an overall cost of about 27 cents per transaction (down from 40-

60 cents in 1990), debit card transactions cost about 14 cents (down from 32 cents in

1990), and cheques cost about 68 cents (up from 50 cents in 1990) [38, 69]. In some cases,

�nancial institutions are waiving or reducing service charges if a customer uses an ATM,

PC, or telephone to perform transactions, instead of using a relatively expensive human

teller. According to a recent survey by Booz-Allen & Hamilton, the overhead cost for an

average Internet banking transaction is 13 cents or less, compared to $1.08 for an average

full-service transaction [48]. It is clear that the level of automation in �nance is growing,

and society is (for the most part) responding quite favourably to �nancial automation.

One of the most signi�cant catalysts towards the acceptance and implementation of

card technologies is security. Virtually everyone has been a victim of crime (perhaps many

times), either in the form of personal tragedy or loss, or simply dramatically increasing

insurance premiums.4 The reality is that people really do want enhanced security for

4It is a very sad commentary on society to see how some law-abiding citizens live in fear, being \caged

up" in their homes (with bars on their windows and deadbolts on their doors), while criminals freely walk

the streets without shame or loss of rights. A construction worker has indicated to this author that every
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themselves, their families, and their possessions.

The loss or theft of a wallet or purse has consequences that far exceed the value of the

lost cash. For example, a wallet or purse may contain paper money, coins, credit cards,

cheques, a social security card, a driver's license, an automobile club card, a library card, a

photocopier card, a video rental card, a bus pass, a voter's card, medical card(s), a dental

card, a bank machine card, insurance information, a telephone calling card, a company

security card, general ID, etc. If a single smart card could replace all of the above, many

people would welcome the resulting convenience and peace of mind.5

Corporations and governments would welcome smart cards from a cost-bene�t point

of view. For example, Ontario is considering implementing a $1B, province-wide, smart

card program to integrate many government-related documents (e.g., licenses or documents

for obtaining medical services, driving a car, voting, hunting, �shing, and obtaining social

assistance) onto a single card [83]. This program is expected to save the province hun-

dreds of millions of dollars each year in fraudulent claims alone. Further savings can be

realized due to the reduction in paperwork, and the facilitation of document transfer. For

instance, the health ministry could use the card to allow doctors to link hundreds of med-

ical databases, thereby obtaining a patient's complete medical history in a timely fashion.

It is believed that overhead costs could be reduced by perhaps as much as 30%, and that

the number of deaths and injuries could be signi�cantly reduced through the e�ective use

of card technologies [77].

Based upon the examples presented so far, it should be clear that there are numerous

motivating factors for moving towards digital money and card technologies. Here is a

summary of the kinds of applications that card technologies can support:

� prepaid, closed, stored value systems for a speci�c application (e.g., transit, photo-

copying, and telephones [37, 68])

� an \electronic purse" that can be used for multiple applications. Instead of \units of

value" in the form of some number of prepaid telephone calls, for example, an amount

of digital money is loaded onto the card, and is properly decremented (or incremented)

by each participating application, thus facilitating speed and convenience [61, 79].

new home that he has worked on has a built-in security (alarm) system. Ironically, this author recently

received a ba�ing letter from the provincial government indicating that British Columbia has received an

award for its \low" crime rate and for the tremendous \progress" that the government has made over the

past few years with respect to crime control [46].
5Some people no longer want their addresses to appear on their driver's licences and other documents,

due to stalking and other invasive crimes. In this regard, it is likely that more and more addresses will be

replaced by Post O�ce box numbers [78]. Card technologies have the ability to encode and restrict access

to such documents. Furthermore, some individuals want their cards to display \di�erent personalities",

depending on the nature of the transaction or relationship [77].
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More details are provided in Section 1.3.

� Internet commerce [45]

� pay-TV [76]

� identi�cation [18, 51]

� portable data �les [58]

� security (i.e., physical and logical access to locations, machines, and networks [29]).

A single smart card can be used in place of numerous keys for access to homes, busi-

nesses, automobiles, etc.[60] Smart cards can manage access privileges and support

personal preferences when logging on to a local machine (e.g., while travelling over-

seas), in order to access �les on one's \home" computer [36, 64], thus facilitating

global connectivity.

� government services such as Electronic Bene�ts Transfer (EBT) [31, 52, 62, 72, 86]

� mass transit [67]

� telecommunications (e.g., GSM cellular) [50, 76]

1.3 Electronic Purse

The problem with prepaid \tickets" or stored value cards is that they are typically restricted

to a speci�c application. This means that consumers may have to carry separate cards for

buses, vending machines, cafeterias, etc. This does not solve the problem of carrying around

multiple cards, and this approach may not necessarily be more convenient or safer.

At this point, it is useful to draw distinctions between a stored value card and an

electronic purse. A stored value card is typically of some �xed denomination, and it is

transferable, disposable, non-refundable, and part of a closed, prepaid system. For example,

a stored value card for public telephones might contain 25 units of value, thus enabling the

holder to make a total of 25 local telephone calls. The card would be decremented by

one unit for each call, and there would be no need for a microprocessor on the card.6 An

electronic purse, on the other hand, is a smart card, and is issued empty of value, with

the user deciding how much money to download onto the card. It is typically reloadable,

personalized, and may be linked to a bank account for subsequent \downloads" of cash [79].

The card can be used to transfer a given amount of money to any application accepting

the purse card|provided the required funds exist on the card.

6Many stored value cards have traditionally been called smart cards because of the presence of an

integrated circuit on the card, but these cards are really memory-only \smart" cards.
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The Mondex card [32, 79] is a good example of an electronic purse. A Mondex infor-

mation leaet [47] highlights the following features:

\Mondex has all the core features of cash but with added convenience and secu-

rity. Unlike cash, Mondex value can be loaded from the comfort of your home

using a Mondex-compatible telephone. Thank of it as an ABM [Automated

Banking Machine] in your home."

\Purchases are made by slipping the Mondex card into a Mondex sales terminal.

Transactions take approximately 3 seconds and no signature or authorization

is required."

Users can even perform person-to-person (i.e., purse-to-purse) cash transfers via a small,

optional hardware device called an \electronic wallet". A Mondex card keeps a record of

transactions. Multiple currencies can be managed on a single card, making it suitable

for international use, especially in Europe where there are many countries within a short

distance of one another, and where it is very easy for members of the European Community

to cross borders and transact business.

Mondex trials are ongoing in Swindon, England, where over 10,000 individuals have

signed up for the pilot. Mondex's major North American pilot will begin in early 1997, in

Guelph, Ontario. Bell Canada, the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce, and the Royal

Bank of Canada are partners in the venture.

1.4 Internet Commerce

One of the most exciting aspects of digital money involves Internet commerce. Besides

some of the major banks and credit card companies, the current key players in the digital

money �eld are companies such as CyberCash, Open Market, DigiCash, First Virtual, and

Mondex [32, 45].

Internet commerce is more than just paying bills over the Internet, or moving funds

from one account to another. Internet commerce involves the exchange of goods or services

for money using the capabilities of the Internet. Global Internet sales totalled US$500

million in 1995. KPMG predicts that this amount will balloon to $1 trillion by the year

2000 [48].

Consider on-line shopping by PC. Selection, ordering, and payment can take place over

a PC, and goods can be delivered directly to the customer. Furthermore, sales know no

geographic boundaries. This means that a small business that previously could only a�ord

a small advertisement in the Yellow Pages or in the local newspaper can now advertise its

services to the entire world. Many Internet businesses do not need to acquire expensive
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real estate and retail furnishings to attract customers. For example, Amazon.com Books

claims to be \Earth's biggest bookstore" [3]. Its entire business is on-line, and its motto

is: \If it's in print, it's in stock". Amazon.com provides discount prices, a search facility,

and on-line reviews of books by customers, authors, and publishers. Unlike many book-

stores, turnaround time is fast, and books are delivered directly to the customer's address.

Customer response has been very positive, as evidenced by numerous on-line testimonials.

Consider also the tremendous money-making potential for selling information over the

Internet. Perhaps a single, real-time stock quote might cost 5 cents, a delayed stock quote

might cost 2 cents, and a download of hundreds of historical quotes might cost 1/10 cent

each; the latest sports scores might be sold for a nickel; video might be broadcast at a

few cents per minute; keyword searches in databases might be performed for a few cents;

documents could be downloaded for a dollar; and so on. Users sur�ng the web may wish

to view/download articles, pictures, etc., after agreeing to pay a small fee. The owner of

the work would get a percentage of that fee, and could make a lot of money if the number

of transactions is large. This o�ers the potential of signi�cant pro�ts attainable through

volume sales at low cost (in conjunction with small overhead costs).

Even software could be advertised, sold, registered, distributed, and installed over a

network|perhaps for only tens of dollars. Alternatively, the cost could be determined

dynamically, based on the number of invocations of the executable program, assuming that

chargeback facilities are in place. If the software to be licensed is a high-performance,

transaction-oriented database system, then perhaps a fraction of a cent per transaction

would be su�cient to reimburse the owner of the program. The small transaction fee

would encourage individuals or organizations to use the services immediately, instead of

having to worry about justifying the up-front cost of possibly many thousands of dollars for

the acquisition and support of software. In distributed systems, some CPU or I/O bound

tasks can be performed at remote sites, with appropriate chargeback systems in place.

Currently, Internet commerce deals largely with credit card style transactions, yet it

makes little sense to deal with credit cards for small monetary amounts, and it certainly

makes no sense to devote computational resources to encrypting and logging individual

transactions that involve only a few cents, or perhaps a fraction of a cent. It would be

too slow and expensive to facilitate such transfers, unless purchases were aggregated. On

a larger scale, Internet commerce can process �nancial transactions involving thousands or

millions of dollars. This is where cryptography and identi�cation are crucial.

Henry Dreifus indicates that in the not-too-distant future, telecommunications costs will

be almost zero [21]. He adds that dedicated networks over leased lines will be unsatisfactory

because organizations want the ability to connect to any other organization. Routers will

become increasingly sophisticated. Point of Sale (POS) devices will change, perhaps in
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some form of Internet-ready PC. Organizations such as Verifone and Hypercom are actively

exploring such technologies. Security contines to be a \better mousetrap" game, and will

continue to play a critical role in telecommunications technology. Dreifus believes that

some form of convergence in network technologies is unlikely to occur. Heterogeneity will

be an ongoing characteristic of telecommunications networks. All of these topics are directly

related to digital money and card technologies.

We now examine some potential areas of research, some of which are already receiving

considerable attention. We limit our discussion to non-hardware issues.

2 Potential Areas of Research

2.1 Data Management

Data storage is important in card applications because of the relatively small on-board

storage (e.g., 32 KB for smart cards, less than 1 KB for magnetic stripe cards, but several

MB for optical cards).7 The limited storage capacity of smart cards means that algorithms,

compression, security, and management of applications are critical. Di�erent applications

or \accounts" (e.g., medical information, bus \money", telephone \money", and personal

identi�cation) can reside on a single smart card. In fact, there could be hundreds of

applications on the same card. Even within an Electronic Bene�ts Transfer application,

there could be many sub-classes [62]. The implementation of a special-purpose, limited

function DBMS on the card seems useful [36, 42]. Smart card operating systems have also

generated research interest [42, 56].

2.2 Biometrics

Biometry is the study of mathematical or statistical properties in biology, speci�cally phys-

ical or behavioural characteristics. Biometrics are important to card technologies because

biometrics can verify that the holder of the token (e.g., the smart card) is in fact the owner

of the token. This is important for remote computer access, access control to physical sites,

transaction authorization, etc. Smart cards containing biometric information (and hosts

that store biometric data) are capable of providing excellent security [11, 75]. For example,

Westinghouse's Hanover nuclear plant uses �ngerprints and hand geometry techniques, in

conjunction with smart cards, to handle security at unmanned checkpoints [17].

Here are some biometrics that have application to smart cards and digital money. Other

7Optical cards use WORM technology and do not contain a microprocessor, thereby limiting their

functionality. Some hybrid smart cards possess optical storage. Advances in microelectronics will continue

to add storage capacity (e.g., EEPROM) to smart cards.
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biometrics include keystroke behaviour, DNA, retinal patterns, iris images, and even body

odours [11].

Facial Recognition This form of image recognition is receiving considerable attention

[28, 65, 87], and is particularly attractive in security applications because it is a \hands

o�" and unobtrusive approach to security. For example, in hospitals, a medical

worker must frequently depart from a central work area, possibly leaving a terminal

unattended. Logging o� and on repeatedly is not a satisfactory solution to security.

Good facial recognition systems are of value to many applications.

Fingerprints Fingerprints have long been recognized as a positive means of identi�cation,

and have found particular interest in card based security systems [57, 71]. Organi-

zations such as Identix develop �ngerprint-based access and control mechanisms to

safeguard databases and networks [70].

Hand Geometry The skeletal structure of an individual's hand can be used, in conjunc-

tion with possession of a smart card, to provide a high degree of con�dence that a

person actually is who he claims to be [11, 39].

Vein Patterns The vein network in the back of one's hand forms a personal \bar code",

su�cient to provide a degree of con�dence in security applications [60].

Voice Veri�cation Research in auditory systems has shown some promise [75], although

much more work is required.

Signature Dynamics An individual's signature is su�cient to provide a fairly high degree

of con�dence in moderate security applications. Studies have shown that signature

dynamics systems can properly authorize individuals whose signatures vary somewhat

from signature to signature, but can reject forged signatures that a human might

recognize as being perfectly valid [44].

The number of false positive hits and false negative hits needs to approach zero before

biometric applications gain universal acceptance in digital money and card technologies.

Thus, research into biometric technology will continue to receive serious interest.

2.3 Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)

It has been said that the best form of computer interface is the self-e�acing one, that is,

one in which an individual does not recognize the presence of a computer [85]. This leads

to the notion of ubiquitous computing. The combination of a contactless smart card (or

RFID card) and a facial recognition system falls into this category.
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Easy-to-use interfaces lie at the heart of HCI. Much work needs to be done in this area

since there can be many types of hardware devices that accept smart cards. Given the

competition among vendors and the diversity of applications, it is unlikely that there will

be a single standard for card technologies and digital money|at least in the foreseeable

future. Consider banking machines. Regardless of the �nancial institution, most ATM's

perform similar functions; however, the implementation of some types of transactions may

vary considerably from one institution to another. Bill payments and account transfers

are examples of this.8 Some people refuse to use ATM's, or cannot use ATM's; instead,

they perform their banking the old fashioned way: face-to-face with a human teller. Senior

citizens, handicapped people, those needing assistance to carry out transactions, individuals

who are leery of technology, and people who have had unpleasant experiences with ATM's

fall into this category. We need to realize that regardless of the level of automation, there

will still be a human element in �nancial services.

Smart cards and digital money will have a profound impact on the way individuals

and companies transmit personal and �nancial information between one another. Human-

computer interfaces will draw signi�cant attention in these areas for many years to come.

Section 2.2 dealt with biometrics and it is clear that many HCI studies need to be done

before the implementation of biometric techniques becomes widespread.

2.4 Cryptography

One of the most active research areas in card technologies and digital money is cryptog-

raphy [4, 6, 7, 55, 63, 73, 80]. There are three phases of authentication for transactions

using smart cards: authentication of the host by the card (to prevent a bogus host from

illegally obtaining or changing information), authentication of the card by the host, and

authentication of the user by the card [19].

One area that promises to be a good research area is that of being able to quickly

�nd trusted certi�ers across organizational boundaries (i.e., generalized notaries) [22]. For

example, in many corporations, there are one or more individuals who manage security for

corporate-wide datasets. The individuals responsible for setting up accounts and passwords

need to be trusted, and their integrity is crucial to data security in the organization.

Suppose now that 2 organizations enter a joint venture and agree to share certain data

resources. Again, we need the notion of a general certi�er who is known to (and trusted by)

both organizations. This problem becomes more complex as the number of organizations

8As a new customer of a major Canadian bank, this author became quite confused as to how to perform

payments on an ATM, and on two separate occasions, he had to abort the transactions and appeal to

in-house sta� for assistance. This was largely due to ambiguous on-line instructions and counterintuitive

techniques (compared to much simpler procedures at his other bank's ATM.)
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involved increases or if neither the parties nor the certi�ers know each other. Digital

signatures are useful, but there is always the problem of certifying the digital signatures

in the �rst place. For example, a bogus host may intercept messages between two parties,

and always pretend to be the other party. The bogus host may have a public and private

key, but the legitimate parties may have no way of knowing whether the public and private

key truly belong to the target organization. Thus, we desire the ability to always be able

to �nd a legitimate certi�er for any number of parties (known or unknown to each other)

who wish to share or transmit information. This is not a trivial problem.

A key issue related to cryptography is that of anonymity [13, 14, 15, 43]. The idea is

that transactions and monetary exchange be anonymous. This eliminates audit trails, and

makes the compilation of dossiers on individuals impossible. For example, if a customer

C downloads digital money from his personal account at bank B, spends some of it at

merchantM , and M deposits the proceeds at B, then the bank should not be able to form

a link between C and M . This can be accomplished through the blinding of digital money

[14]. Each unit of money issued by the bank has a unique serial number. It is real money

that can be spent anywhere. When C spends that money at M , the money is marked as

having been spent, to prevent the funds from being spent twice. Anonymous digital money

would solve many of the privacy concerns raised with respect to a \Big Brother" scenario.

Some of these privacy concerns will be raised in Section 2.6.

2.5 Data Mining

Data mining, sometimes called \knowledge discovery in databases", is de�ned as the non-

trivial extraction of implicit, previously unknown, and potentially useful information from

data [27]. Rakesh Agrawal emphasizes that data mining is the e�cient discovery of previ-

ously unknown patterns in large databases [1].

Given the phenomenal amount of transactional data that is likely to be generated, it

makes sense to seriously consider the opportunities for mining this transactional data. For

example, we may wish to identify suspicious transactions, abuses, or fraud in government

bene�ts programs; we may wish to determine what kinds of web information are most

in demand; or, we may wish to identify patterns in transactions to see where people are

spending their money, even if those transactions involve very small amounts. Suppose, for

example, that people are spending x cents to view certain types of stock market information,

and that a very large number of such transactions occur per day. It would be interesting

to see the type of information most often requested, and the type of information likely to

be requested next (given that a certain type of request took place). This would not only

identify existing trends, but would provide a marketing edge by introducing new services

or competition to a particular market niche. After all, if a demand for information exists,
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it makes economic and strategic sense to exploit it.

It is interesting to note that organizations are beginning to switch from a mass marketing

approach to a micro-marketing approach [12]. Perceived value is driven higher when goods

or services are customized, error-free, and delivered on demand. The key to the success of

an organization (over its competitors) may well be the extent to which the organization

knows its customers. Good data mining tools can help businesses know their customers

well.

There are opportunities for temporal data mining, that is, seeing how patterns develop

over time, and detecting patterns involving a time dimension. This type of data mining

has already sparked interest in the �nancial community. There is also the possibility of

performing spatial data mining, which may be able to address the following types of ques-

tions: Which network/host sites receive the most activity, and why? Where are most of

the �nancial transactions of a given type taking place? Where are the most security vi-

olations (per capita) taking place, and why? Are there aws in biometric systems that

allow too many false negatives or false positives? Do these trends occur along geographic,

demographic, or income lines?

Data mining tools are likely to be used extensively in high-volume transaction systems,

such as those in a cashless society, even if those transactions are not associated with any

names (i.e., anonymous transactions, described in Section 2.4). There will be an enormous

number of transactions per day, many of them being for amounts less than, say, $2. Until

now, it may not have made sense to record these transactions, but if �nancial process-

ing is entirely electronic, then these small transactions (which account for the majority

of transactions in today's society) will be particularly interesting in terms of knowledge

discovery.

We conclude this section by stating that the search for e�cient, generalized data mining

algorithms is an ongoing research problem. It seems that there are numerous opportunities

for research in this young �eld|data mining itself being in existence for only about 5 years,

and digital money being, for all practical purposes, a brand new �eld.

2.6 Privacy

This section briey touches on privacy issues. We begin by de�ning the term \privacy",

quoting Ermann et al.: \It is not true, for instance, that the less that is known about us

the more privacy we have. Privacy is not simply an absence of information about us in the

minds of others; rather, it is the control we have over information about ourselves [25]."

Smart cards and digital money are inherently linked. A good example of this is the

combination of biometrics and electronic purse applications. Smart cards provide a form
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of distributed, ubiquitous computing. Besides facilitating electronic funds transfer, smart

cards are likely to promote universal identi�cation, crime control, and the monitoring of

transactions and relationships. Certainly, anonymity will help provide a nice bridge between

the convenience and privacy aspects of a cashless society. Common sense, however, indicates

that the government is likely to exercise some form of control which will be potentially

dangerous with respect to privacy. Ron Paul comments, \For the government, knowledge

is power, and the more it knows about us, the easier it can control us. Socialist governments

have found that a central data base can inspire more public fear than tanks on the street.

[54]" For insurance and audit purposes, it is likely that some transaction records may be

necessary.

British Columbia's privacy commissioner, David Flaherty, gladly o�ered to trade in the

contents of many of the cards and documents that he carries in his wallet for a single smart

card [83]. He wants to include his bank accounts and telephone billing as well. Flaherty,

a staunch advocate of personal privacy, indicated that smart cards have the potential of

greatly enhancing privacy. He explained, \You give the individual the direct opportunity

to control the disclosure of his or her information."

Janet Koehler comments, \[I]f data is used for purposes the consumer considers appro-

priate, such as fraud protection, then consumers are often comfortable for the information

to be collected. Most appear willing to agree to trade a degree of privacy in return for

a bene�t of their choice. : : : The [computerized] system should allow consumers to know

what is held about them, and why, and to be able to check it for accuracy [40]." Koehler

adds, \Recent US research results indicated that 80 per cent of consumers said they pre-

ferred to do business with companies that take positive steps to protect their privacy|and

of that majority, 60 per cent already claimed to make a point of intentionally choosing to

do business with such companies."

Robert Hendrickson comments, \Cash money represents a form of absolute freedom

and absolute license. Anyone who has a stock of cash money can use it to buy anything he

wants or pay for anything he wishes to have done at any time and place in any country he

wishes, regardless of whether it is lawful or socially desirable [35]."

There is a very strong link among monetary, security, and privacy issues. Of course,

any traditional monetary system, let alone an electronic one, must address security and

privacy. Additionally, there are many technical, legal, and cultural issues to consider when

dealing with electronic commerce at the international level, such as currency conversion,

speed, authorization, mechanisms for reporting loss or theft, methods of documentation,

liability, and the handling of disputes [41, 53]. There are almost 200 nations in the world,

each of which has its own �nancial jurisdiction. Even within nations, there are diverse

cultural and legal considerations. Consider gambling. It is a huge business. The largest
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casino in the United States is a native Indian casino in Kentucky, with revenues of $500

million per year [5]. We note that Internet gambling may be subject to few national or

international laws simply because of the di�culty involved in regulating the Internet.

Regulatory and enforcement issues (e.g., money laundering and on-line gambling) are

currently being addressed in a proactive manner by FinCEN, the U.S. Financial Crimes

Enforcement Network. FinCEN has approached organizations such as Cybercash and Dig-

iCash, with the attitude: \We want to learn from you" [5].

We believe that well-designed smart card systems can signi�cantly improve personal

privacy because smart cards can make it much more di�cult for others to examine an indi-

vidual's personal information without �rst obtaining the individual's consent. Anonymity

will help alleviate many privacy concerns. For example, the implementation of blind digital

signatures promotes anonymity, privacy, and security [14, 45]. Proper data management on

a smart card (e.g., providing for complete separation of applications, aside from common

data areas shared between applications), will also be critical for security and privacy.

At the cultural and religious level, we are reminded of a 1900 year old prophecy in

Biblical Eschatology about a future society doing business with marks and numbers: \And

he [the False Prophet] causeth all, both small and great, rich and poor, free and bond, to

receive a mark in their right hand, or in their foreheads: And that no man might buy or

sell, save he that had the mark, or the name of the beast [Antichrist], or the number of

his name [59]." One can easily understand why some individuals are suspicious of any new

technology that fails to properly address issues of anonymity and privacy.

It is clear that privacy issues will (deservedly) receive much attention in the near future.

After all, it makes sense to evaluate social concerns before introducing new technologies that

can radically change the way we live.

3 Summary and Future Work

We have seen the motivation for card technologies in various applications, particularly in

the context of digital money. There are many potential areas of research in these young

�elds, and we are currently at, or near, the \ground oor" of these �elds. Smart cards,

along with continual advances in biometrics, facilitate security. We believe that support

for anonymity in smart card applications and digital money transactions will provide an

appropriate balance among privacy, personal security, societal security, and the public's

\right to know". For example, data mining can be performed on transactional data without

linking people to purchases. Additionally, individuals would be able to have a greater degree

of control over personal information. For example, medical records and even x-ray images

can be transmitted and transported via smart cards or optical cards (or perhaps a hybrid
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card to provide enhanced security and data capacity).

The use of cryptography and biometrics can reduce the worries associated with the theft

of a wallet or a set of keys since the thief will not be able to access the victim's personal

information, accounts, or money; the thief will not be able to determine the victim's name,

address, or phone number from the card; and the thief will not be able to enter the victim's

place of work, home, automobile, etc. using the card. Similarly, card technologies can

be used to convey only authorized information to various parties. \You don't want your

banker to know your medical information, and you certainly don't want your doctor to

know your �nancial information" [2].

Obviously, many of the topics discussed in this paper can be dealt with in much greater

detail. In May, 1996, we attended the 1996 CardTech/SecurTech conference to get a bet-

ter feel for the aforementioned areas, to meet some of the experts, and to explore PhD

research areas. Some of these �ndings have been integrated into this paper. The con-

ference/exhibition was held in Atlanta, a few months before the 1996 summer Olympic

games. The time and location were strategic since the Olympics formed part of the pilot

projects for various card technologies including biometrics, RFID, and electronic photo ID

[10]. For example, the Visa Cash stored value system was o�cially launched during the

conference. The scale of the Olympics, the security issues, and the large number of inter-

national visitors, o�cials, and competitors made Atlanta an ideal setting for some of the

pilots.

The annual CardTech/SecurTech conference is the world's largest card and security

technology conference [10], attracting researchers, companies, and customers from around

the world. The organizers indicated that approximately 5500 people attended from a

total of 55 nations, with approximately 1500 individuals contributing to or attending the

seminars. The 1997 conference is expected to draw many more attendees, presenters, and

exhibitors.

As more pilot projects, such as those in Atlanta, Guelph, and Swindon complete suc-

cessfully, we can reliably say that more academic, corporate, government (national and

international) interest is sparked, thus opening the door to more challenges, research, and

hence, opportunities. The �elds of digital money and card technologies promise to be

exciting and pro�table research areas as we head into the next millenium.
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